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Mission Statement
The mission of Pflugerville ISD is to provide an inspiring, engaging, and relevant education that empowers students to reach their full potential as

productive members of a diverse global community.

Vision
The vision of Dessau Elementary is to provide relevant learning opportunities within a flexible and innovative environment.

Pflugerville ISD... Passionately Serving the Best Interests of Students

Value Statement
We believe that…

The community, staff and students expects and supports a quality education as the key to student success.
A safe community contributes to the quality of life in Pflugerville ISD.

Education is an important priority that keeps our community productive and healthy.
Our children are afforded equitable educational opportunities to achieve their potential.

DES students have the potential to make a year’s worth of academic growth with the appropriate differentiated instruction, intervention, or
individualized instruction.

DES teachers and staff strive to continually improve their pedagogy, leadership, and collegiality through professional learning, self-reflection, and
collaboration.

PfISD believes:

All individuals have worth
Relationships are foundational to success

In educating the whole child both academically and emotionally/socially
In developing civic-minded students

In providing diverse educational opportunities for all students
Diversity is our strength

In providing a safe and nurturing environment for all students and staff
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High expectations from and partnerships with our community promote student success.
A strong work ethic and a focus on innovation are vital for staff and students to reach excellence
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment

Demographics

Demographics Summary

Dessau Elementary is comprised of a diverse group of students and staff. Our staff includes people from various ethnic and racial groups, reflecting on our
learning community. Due to the rezoning of our area and the establishment of DES becoming a PK-5 campus, there are multiple staff changes. A major
surplus of staff to compensate for the incoming primary students along with the normal attrition of teacher families moving and taking other opportunties
has resulted in the hiring of several new staff. Our new staff is comprised of 65 adults with 7 first year teachers and 22 with 5 or more years of experience.

Within our student population, we continue to see a steady increase in our Hispanic student group, currently reflecting 76% of our students. Our African
Amercian students comprise about 12% of our campus with our Anglo student at about 8%. Additional information reveals that 85% of our students are
considered economically disadvantaged with 60% of all students being English Learners.

The enrollment at DES is at 525 students as of September 2019. The start of the school year brought many newly enrolled students due to nearby recent
developments: apartments and mobile home communities.

Looking at our assessment results we can see that our students are struggling across all areas. This is reflected in our Closing the Gaps report. Our students
were unable to meet targets for any of the nine required groups in reading and math.

DESSAU ELEMENTARY
Limited English Proficient 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

0 - Not LEP 45.3% 44.3% 40.7% 36.7% 32.6% 33.1% 39.7%
1 - Limited English proficient-LEP 49.5% 50.0% 55.7% 61.0% 61.4% 60.0% 60.3%
F - Student exited from LEP status - Monitored 1 (M1) 3.5% 3.8% 1.6% 2.0% 5.3% 5.1% 1.1%
S - Student exited from LEP status - Monitored 2 (M2) 1.7% 1.9% 2.0% 0.4% 0.7% 1.8% 1.1%

Special Education 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019
0 - Not receiving services 87.3% 90.4% 89.4% 90.8% 92.2% 91.1% 90.2
1 - Participant in pgm or svc 12.7% 9.6% 10.6% 9.2% 7.8% 8.9% 9.8%

Economically Disadvantaged 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019
00 - Not identified as economically disadvantaged 20.6% 16.0% 16.9% 19.6% 20.3% 35.2% 15%
01 - Eligible for free meals under the National School Lunch a... 66.7% 71.8% 70.1% 71.4% 71.1% 53.9% 74%
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DESSAU ELEMENTARY
02 - Eligible for reduced-price meals under the National School... 12.7% 12.2% 13.0% 9.0% 8.6% 10.9% 10.9%

Ethnicity 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019
A - Asian 8.5% 8.1% 7.7% 5.7% 4.6% 3.5% 3.1%
B - Black or African American 17.9% 15.1% 12.8% 11.4% 9.9% 11.8% 14.2%
H - Hispanic/Latino 61.4% 64.6% 71.1% 74.5% 76.7% 76.2% 73.8%
I - American Indian or Alaska Native 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0%
P - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0.5% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% .2%
T - Two or More Races 2.2% 1.7% 1.8% 0.8% 2.3% 1.0% 1.8%
W - White 9.5% 10.3% 6.3% 7.3% 6.5% 7.6% 6.8

Total Enrollment 402 418 508 510 567 608 542

Demographics Strengths

Having so many teachers new to the campus, we are full of new ideas and eager to build our new learning community. Ideas involving technology are
implemented and shared with those who may not have the first-hand experience. This year we will be continuing our professional development focusing on
language acquisition.

With our learning community having such diverse backgrounds, we are able to celebrate and learn about different cultures and traditions.

Since Dessau Elementary has both an elementary campus and a middle school within walking distance we have established a unified community. Diversity
among the different schools leads to a common but diverse culture. Dessau Elementary has a diverse campus community. Students have opportunities to
participate in several cultural events such as Black History Month, 16 de Septiembre presentations, multicultural events, and presentations. Dessau
Elementary has established a Literacy Committee with grade level and campus representatives to oversee the different cultural events that also have a
connection to literacy. These events/activities give students an opportunity to learn about different cultures and get an appreciation for diversity.

This year we also hope to sustain our after school programs that we launched last year. Opportunities for students to participate in Girlstart, Destination
Imagination, UIL events, No Place For Hate and other activities will be offered to contiune to build a sense of pride and student community.

Additional campus strengths are identified in the tables below:

OC Disciplinary Placements
2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018-2019

3rd Grade 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4th Grade 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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OC Disciplinary Placements
5th Grade 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

Retention Rates
2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

3rd
Grade 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

4th Grade 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0
5th Grade 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Attendance Rates
2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

3rd
Grade 97.17% 97.12% 97.30% 97.46% 96.86% 96.86 96.64% 96.79%

4th
Grade 97.37% 97.39% 97.57% 98.31% 96.59% 96.59 96.67% 97.32%

5th
Grade 97.05% 97.68% 97.49% 97.76% 97.41% 97.41 96.48% 96.75%

Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Student groups at Dessau ES continue to show gaps in achievement. Root Cause: Teacher awareness and skills for Tier I
instruction, using differentiation strategies and vertical alignment are not fully developed.

Problem Statement 2: Currently 85% of our student population is economically disadvantaged. Root Cause: Many of our families struggle with economic
hardships, sometimes juggling multiple jobs. This leaves parents with little time to devote to supporting school work or educational opportunities at home.
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Student Academic Achievement

Student Academic Achievement Summary

We are a Targeted Support Campus for the 2019-2020 academic year. A student group that misses the targets in at least the same three indicators, for three
consecutive years is considered "consistently under performing". Our campus has one consistently underperforming student group therefore, we have been
identified as a Targeted Support Campus. Our campus missed the "Closing the Gaps" target for three consecutive years for the following indicators/student
groups: All Students, Hispanic, White, and Special Education. Reading at "Meets Grade Level or Above", Math at "Meets Grade Level or Above", "Student
Success" (Domain 1 Performance). As a result, our campus must develop and implement a Targeted Improvement Plan, through the Effective School
Framework. Our focus areas are devloping a Positive School Culture, Objective Driven Lesson Planning with Assessments, and Data Driven Instuction.

Overall, our students are continuing to struggle with language acquisition which impacts their learning across the curriculum. Our 2019 TELPAS composite
scores show that there is a concern with our 4th grade students and the listening/speaking portion of the test. This will be addressed across campus as we
encorage more opportuitites for students to practice speaking English with the microphone. We can also see that in the area of writing they demonstrated
that 40% are at the intermediate level. For our current 5th graders they demonstrated that 45% are at the advanced level for listening, 64% are at the
advanced level for speaking and 33% are at the advanced level with writing. Our students met the English Language Proficiency target for 2019 Closing the
Gaps report.

Due to concerns that our students are reading below level and that our families are challanged with how to support at home, we will incorporate at-home
activities during our academic nights. We have also started a lending library for parents to come check out games and reading materials to help support
student learning at home.

The 2019 Accountability Ratings report for Dessau Elementary School shows that we earned ratings of Acceptable overall and for each domain.

2019 Accountability Ratings
Scaled Score (out of

100) Rating

Overall Performance 70 Acceptable
Student Achievement 60 Acceptable
School Progress, Academic Growth 70 Acceptable
School Progress, Relative
Performance 65 Acceptable

Closing the Gaps 71 Acceptable
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When reviewing the targets the state set for each student group in regards to meeting standard, most student groups met their growth targets in Reading and
Math in 2019.

Student Academic Achievement Strengths

Our most recent accountability report from TEA indicates that almost all of our students are making growth in the area of reading and math. This growth
was so significant we were able to increase our campus rating from a D to a C. This is an indication that the work we did as a learning community with
small group instruction and language acquistision made an impact on student learning.

Despite the obstacles our students are faced with, they are happy to be at school and are excited about learning.

Problem Statements Identifying Student Academic Achievement Needs

Problem Statement 1: For the 2017-2018 and the 2018-2019 school years, over 60% of our incoming 3rd graders are reading below grade level. Root
Cause: Many of our families only speak Spanish and may not have the proper resources or training to support literacy, in English, at home.

Problem Statement 2: Dessau ES 4th Grade writing scores linger around 59% Approaches and 29% for Meets Grade Level expectations. Root Cause:
Frequent turnover of 4th grade teachers, lack of an aligned writing culture, along with a need for training with authentic writing instruction all contribute to
our poor performance.

Problem Statement 3: Most of our student population is performing below 30% at Meets Grade Level standard. Root Cause: Due to frequent turnover of
staff, there is inconsistent delivery of effective instructional strategies that meet the needs of our diverse population. Additionally, instruction does not
routinely incorporate opportunities for critical thinking or conceptual understanding.
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

At Dessau ES we have included team members in the hiring process, assigned mentors and created Dragon Den meetings to meet with and support new to
campus teachers. To support and provide opportunities for leadership, we have re-energized our campus PBIS team and committee systems, providing for
teacher-led teams.

Our campus administration team is different this year; we are adding two new Instructional Coaches and a new Assistant Principal. As we've launched our
new school year, campus administration in conjunction with team leaders made a decision to remain self contained in all grade levels in an effort to align
practices and better meet student needs.

To support our students' need for English language development, we will continue the professional development plan from last year as well as adding a
layer for focusing on literacy across the curriculum. Teacher-led groups will work alongside campus administration to facilitate this goal. District
coordinators are also actively involved with delivering professional development and joining campus administration on walk-throughs.

In addition to our professional development, we will spend more time collecting, analyzing and responding to student data. This will be facilitated during
our Professional Learning Communities.

To address our needs with serving students receiving special education services, our campus will reflect on current practices, provide on-going professional
development and better monitor student data so that gaps in achievement can be closed.

As a dual language campus we continue to focus on ESL strategies, follow our multilingual department's dual language framework, and try to celebrate
cultural differences. Our goal is to ensure that our students are bicultural, bilingual, and biliterate. Ongoing professional development is offered to all
teachers through the multilingual department.

School Processes & Programs Strengths

We believe that our strongest asset is our staff and their desire to support our learning community. Inviting teachers to actively participate in multiple
opportunities to lead professional development, lead committees and groups and have a voice in decision making allows for all voices to be heard and
considered. These opportunities create a sense of belonging and unity that will serve this campus well.

As we relaunch this year as a comprehensive PK - 5th grade campus, we are re-establishing our existing commmittees: Team Leaders, PBIS, CAAC,
Literacy, Math & Science, as well as others. Our goal will be to continue to move forward with teacher participation allowing for systems and structures to
drive and respond to campus needs.
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Problem Statements Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs

Problem Statement 1: This year we have launched a new PK-5 campus and need to establish systems to address our growing campus needs. Root Cause:
This year is the first year of the new Dessau ES, a comprehensive PK-5 campus.
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

Dessau has been in the community for over 30 years and is a part of many family histories in the area. We continue to take care of our maturing facility so
that our students will be proud to be here at Dessau ES. This year we will have a new Administrative team with over 30 other new to campus staff members.
Many of our families would like to volunteer but find it difficult to participate due to having multiple jobs or needing child care. We are focusing on
building a positive and trusting school culture with staff, students and parents. Some of the benefits we hope to see at the end of the 2019- 2020 school year
are a lower staff turnover, increased parent participation, and increased student pride.

Perceptions Strengths

Our learning community can see that our staff believes in what they do for kids.

Our staff is very supportive of each other working collaboratively to address any needs that arise.

Students appear happy to be here at school as evidenced by smiling faces in the hallway, their eagerness to participate in extracurricular activities, and pride
in their work.

Parents are noticing and commenting on some of the positive improvements they are seeing.

Beautification of the campus is raising the moral of the students and staff; front office improvements, cafe tables and chairs for parents visiting during lunch
and a major cafeteria facelift. This year we hope to be able to improve some of the outside landscaping.

Problem Statements Identifying Perceptions Needs

Problem Statement 1: A new DES campus culture and climate will need to be established. Root Cause: This is the first year as a PK-5 campus, with over
50% new staff and students.
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Priority Problem Statements
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:

Improvement Planning Data

District goals
Campus Performance Objectives Summative Review from previous year
Current and/or prior year(s) campus and/or district improvement plans
State and federal planning requirements

Accountability Data

Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) data
Accountability Distinction Designations

Student Data: Assessments

State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) current and longitudinal results, including all versions
Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) results
Student Success Initiative (SSI) data for Grades 5 and 8
Local diagnostic reading assessment data
Local diagnostic math assessment data

Student Data: Student Groups

STEM/STEAM data

Student Data: Behavior and Other Indicators

Attendance data
Mobility rate, including longitudinal data
Discipline records

Employee Data

Teacher/Student Ratio
Campus department and/or faculty meeting discussions and data

Parent/Community Data

Parent engagement rate
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Support Systems and Other Data

Budgets/entitlements and expenditures data
Study of best practices
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Goals

Goal 1: PfISD will recruit, support, and retain teachers and principals.

Performance Objective 1: Dessau Elementary will have an 80% retention rate for teachers next school year.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 2: In order to establish the New "Dessau Way" for a PK-5th grade campus, we will collaboratively work with teachers to
promote our new vision and mission.

Targeted or ESF High Priority
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Goal 2: PfISD will build a foundation of reading and math.

Performance Objective 1: By June 2020, all students and each student group will demonstrate a 10% increase in the Meets at the grade level standard,
the growth measure, as well as the masters level on the STAAR Reading assessment.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 2: By June 2020, all students and each student group will demonstrate a 10% increase in the Meets at the grade level standard,
as well as the masters level on the STAAR Writing assessment.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 3: By June 2020, all students and each student group will demonstrate a 10% increase in the Meets at the grade level standard,
the growth measure, as well as the masters level on the STAAR Math assessment.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 4: By June 2020, all students and each student group will demonstrate a 10% increase in the Meets at the grade level standard,
as well as the masters level on the STAAR Science assessment.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 5: By June 2020, 40% of all English Language Learners will improve at least one TELPAS composite proficiency level from
2109.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 6: By June 2020, all students receiving special education services will increase their performance with meeting expectations
by 10% in both reading and math.

Targeted or ESF High Priority
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Goal 3: PfISD will connect high school to career and college.

Performance Objective 1: Provide weekly opportunities to learn about post-secondary learning options: college, tech schools, military service and
other trades.
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Goal 4: PfISD will improve low performing schools.

Performance Objective 1: To support a positive culture and climate, Dessau Elementary will collaborate with parents to establish a CAAC and PTO
for our new school. This will lead to an increase in parental involvement and student to student / student to adult positive interactions as evidenced by
attendance at school-wide PBIS celebrations and with parent volunteer hours and attendance at school related functions.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 2: Dessau Elementary will implement a Coordinated School Health program to promote the well-rounded education of all
students.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 3: Students will be encouraged to participate in academic and leadership opportunities : Regional Science Fair, District U.I.L.
events, PBIS committee, No Place For Hate committee.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 4: Dessau ES will increase the role of our ESL teacher and add an additional instructional coach to help closely monitor our
initiatives for using ESL strategies (like John Seidlitz), incorporating ELPS into our lesson frames and alignment with district framework to increase
student performance across content areas.

Targeted or ESF High Priority

Performance Objective 5: Campus leaders will participate in leadership training to better guide campus teachers resulting in improved systems and
structures to positively impact student learning.

Targeted or ESF High Priority
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Foundations 

District Name
Pflugerville Independent 

School District
Campus Name Dessau Elementary School Superintendent Dr. Douglas Killian Principal

DCSI 

Principal Supervisor 
(Only necessary if the 

DCSI is NOT the Principal 

supervisor) 

Principal

Board Approval Date

What accountability goals for each 

Domain has your campus set for 

the year?

What changes in student group 

and subject performance are 

included in these goals?

If applicable, what goals has your 

campus set for CCMR and 

Graduation Rate?

 I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district-

provided commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I 

agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Domain 1: 75      

Domain 2a: 75   

Domain 2B: 70  

Domain 3: 70

Data Analysis Questions

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level 

commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I 

understand I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am 

responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

227904105

Karen Shah, Executive 

Director of Accountability & 

Compliance, 

Brian Dawson, Area Executive 

Director

District Coordinator of 

School Improvement 

(DCSI)

ESC Support

Karen Shah, 8/30/2019

Assurances

Our goal is for all student groups to demonstrate a significant increase in reaching Meets standard. In doing so, this raises our achievement performance levels, as well as our academic growth 

levels resutling in us closing student gaps. 

N/A

Needs Assessment

October 17, 2019

Brian Dawson, 9/16/2019

Carolyn Parker, 9/20/2019

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary 

district-level commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted 

Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Campus Information

Carolyn Parker

Campus Number

Adrienne King

District Number 227904



Foundations 

 Essential Action

Rationale

Desired Annual 

Outcome

Barriers to Address 

During the Year

Teachers confused about 

how to interpret the data. 

Teachers' knowledge on the 

use of different data. 

Teachers' experiences with 

implementing successful Tier 

II interventions are 

inconsistent across the 

campus.

Some fear of beginning the data 

meetings, especially in content 

areas where admin aren't 

content experts. Looking past 

our personal feelings and 

toward identifying root causes 

for student outcomes.

Lack of data tracking 

resources for students, 

teachers and teams.  

Lack of a posted data 

trackers around 

campus.

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and 

high expectations.

Prioritized Focus Area #1

Essential Action

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

2.1 Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators. 3

2

Implementation Level (1 Not Yet Started - 5 Fully Implemented)

Use the completed Self-Assessment Tool to complete this section

Self-Assessment Results
(To be completed if the campus HAS NOT had an ESF Diagnostic)

With many of our new teachers being new to the disrict and new to teaching, identifying and monitoring effective 

insructional practices is an area of growth for our campus. This need in addition to hiring two new instructional 

coaches in September, lead us to name this level as an area of growth for us.

Instructional coaches will help to monitor, model and train teachers with best practices in the classroom. In doing so, 

alignment of practices on campus will help foster student growth from year to year.

Behaviors:  Teachers expressing concern with finding enough time to create and prepare the lesson plans while also 

including the amount of detail required to allow anyone to pick it up and 'teach.' 

The admin team hasn't set up routines for reviewing lesson plans during our "off" PLC weeks.   Mindset: Concerned 

about pushing teachers too far with lesson planning, worried they won't be receptive to our work. We can't move too 

quickly. Remembering that campus climate is also our concern. We need agency to show urgency.  Resources:Teachers 

need valuable time to dedicate to lesson planning for administrators to review and provide feedback to be included in 

the lesson plans. Designated time for vertical allignment including SPED to plan for Tier 2, and 3. District resources 

provided on time for all grade levels and all subjects. Lesson Plan template following ESF guidance used with fidelity 

across all grade levels.

1

5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Prioritized Focus Area #3

If the district provides a current campus culture survey, and aligns policies and practices with positive school culture, and the principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding of how to interpret data based off unit tests, 

interims, etc., and the district ensures that schools receive detailed reports within two instructional days, and the district policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then the campus will be able to establish strong data-driven 

instructional practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans and formative assessments, and will collaborate to build a new mission and vision that leads to a positive school culture.concern. We need agency to show urgency.

Teachers need clarification of the difference between vision and mission, with frequent 

refences to our beliefs.   Teachers need to feel a part of the process. Admin needs to guide 

teachers with the goal being high and in a safe environment.  Time, guidance, and facilitated 

support.

5.3 Data-driven instruction.

Prioritized Focus Area #2

5.3 Data-driven instruction.

80% of our staff returning

District Commitment Theory of Action:

Positive School Culture: With our school being a new school this year (New PK-5 structure 

with only 29% of my teaching staff returning: office staff not included), a positivie campus 

culture is vital to us being able to move our school forward.

4.1 Curriculum and assessments aligned to TEKS with a year-long scope and sequence.

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.

2

1

1

5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Our school has not yet had a chance to create and launch systems for reviewing and 

using data to help identify root causes and student groups. 

Teachers build proficiency with PLCs and using their data to make instructional and 

intervention decisions. 



Foundations 

 Essential Action

Desired Annual 

Outcome

Barriers to Address 

During the Year

Prioritized Focus Areas 

for Improvement

Prioritized Focus Area #2

ESF Diagnostic Results
(To be completed AFTER the campus engages in the shared diagnostic with an ESF Facilitator)

Date of ESF Diagnostic

Prioritized Focus Area #1

Capacity Builder

District Commitment Theory of Action

Prioritized Focus Area #3



Student Data

Data Source Goal Actual Data Source Goal Actual Data Source Goal Actual Data Source Goal Actual

3 Reading (STAR 360) Other 76% Other 76% Other 76% STAAR 32% 22%

3 Math (STAR 360) Other 75% Other 75% Other 75% STAAR 33% 23%

4 Reading (STAR 360) Other 75% Other 75% Other 75% STAAR 33% 23%

4 Writing (CBA) Benchmark 72% Benchmark 72% Benchmark 72% STAAR 35% 25%

4 Math (STAR 360) Other 71% Other 71% Other 71% STAAR 38% 28%

5 Reading (STAR 360) Other 76% Other 76% Other 76% STAAR 48% 38%

5 Math (STAR 360) Other 72% Other 72% Other 72% STAAR 47% 37%

5 Science (CBA) Benchmark 78% Benchmark 78% Benchmark 78% STAAR 35% 25%

2 Reading (STAR 360) Other 43% 33% Other 43% Other 43% Other

2 Tejas Lee Other Other Other Other

2 Math (STAR 360) Other 59% 49% Other 59% Other 59% Other

1 Early Literacy  (STAR 360) Other 28% 18% Other 28% Other 28% Other

1 Math (STAR 360) Mono Other 70% 60% Other 70% Other 70% Other

1 Tejas Lee Other 70% Other 70% Other 70% Other

K Early Literacy (STAR 360) Other 42% 32% Other 42% Other 42% Other

K Math (STAR 360) Other N/A N/A Other N/A Other N/A Other

K Tejas Lee Other Other Other Other

Student Data

% of Students at Meets Grade Level on 

STAAR or Other Assessment

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Summative 
Grade level

Subject tested

% of Students at Campus Determined Proficiency Level



Cycle 1 (Sept-Nov)

Prioritized Focus Area #2

 Essential Action 5.3 Data-driven instruction.

Desired Annual Outcome
Teachers build proficiency with PLCs and using their data to make 

instructional and intervention decisions. 

Desired 90-day Outcome
Teachers will be trained on how to interpret and utilize data 

effectively to help guide their instruction. 

Barriers to Address During 

this Cycle

Teachers confused about how to interpret the data. Teachers 

knowledge on the  use of different  data. Teachers experience with 

implementing successful Tier 2 interventions are inconsistent  across 

the campus. 

District Actions for this 

Cycle

Principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding 

of how to interpret data based off of unit test, district interim, etc.

District Commitments 

Theory of Action

Prioritized 

Focus Area
Timeline Resources Needed Evidence Collection Date

Progress toward 

Milestone

Necessary Adjustments 

/

Next Steps

3.1 October 2- October 30
Focused discussion time, campus shared document, focused 

implementation plan
October 30

3.1 September 16- November 1 Google Survey created, district questions as examples for survey November 1

Prioritized Focus Area #1

 

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Instructional coaches will help to monitor, model and train teachers with best 

practices in the classroom. In doing so, alignment of practices on campus will help 

foster student growth from year to year.

5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Initiate a process to educate staff and  gather ideas for an 

updated campus mission and vision.

Create and launch our first campus survey focusing on needs 

and climate type responses.

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe 

environment and high expectations.

80% of our staff returning

Develop a clear mission and vision statemetn that reflect our current campus 

status, review PBIS expectations 

Teachers need clarification of the difference between vision and mission, with 

frequent refences to our beliefs. Teachers need to feel a part of the process. 

Admin needs to guide teachers with the goal being high and in a safe 

environment. Time, guidance, and facilitated support.

For assessments that are district provided and graded, the district ensures that 

schools receive detailed reports within two instructional days. District policies and 

practices support effective instruction in schools.

If the district provides a current campus culture survey, and aligns policies and practices with positive school culture, and the principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding of how to interpret data based off unit 

tests, interims, etc., and the district ensures that schools receive detailed reports within two instructional days, and the district policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then the campus will be able to establish strong 

data-driven instructional practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans and formative assessments, and will collaborate to build a new mission and vision that leads to a positive school culture.

The district will provide current campus culture survey. District policies and 

practices align with and promote positive school culture. 

Milestones

Action plan-Milestones

The admin team hasn't set up routines for reviewing lesson plans during our 

"off" PLC weeks.

Establish and implement systems and routines for reviewing lesson plans during  non-

PLC weeks.



Cycle 1 (Sept-Nov)

5.1 September 17- October 11 Campus shared document system, focused time, October 14

5.1 Friday, October 11
Campus shared document system, focused time, agreed upon 

template
October 14

5.3 September 26- October 30 Time during PLC,  constructive feedback in timely manner,.
Sept. 2-Sept.20, Sept. 23-

Oct.10, Oct. 15-Nov. 1

5.3 September 26- October 30
common data collection sheet, strategic agenda that aids in the 

desegragation of the latest data.
Sept.26

5.3 September 26- October 30
There needs to be clarification on a data collection resource and a 

common system throughout the campus.
Oct.17

5.3 September 26- October 30 Dates Sept. 26 and  Oct. 17 available to hold PLC. Sept. 26

Carryover Milestones

Establish systems for students to collect data and set goals for 

learning.

Set specific dates and expected practices for reviewing data: 

CBAs, unti assessments, interim assessments, etc)  

Establish systems for teachers to collect and use data.

Build in training opportunities for staff to learn about data 

collection expectations, processes and review (PLC & 

intervention). 

Reflection and Planning for Next 90-Day Cycle 

Did you achieve your desired 90-day outcome? Why or why not?

New Milestones

Review  the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you continue 

working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Hold a training session so all staff can hear expectations and 

teams can collaborate on lesson plan template.

Create a system for storing and reviewing lesson plans, focusing 

on required elements and time alotment for each step of the 

lesson. Review will also look for depth of rigor during 

instruction and assessments.



Cycle 2 (Dec-Feb)

 Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Desired 90-day Outcome

Barriers to Address During 

this Cycle

District Actions for this 

Cycle

District Commitments 

Theory of Action

Prioritized 

Focus Area
Timeline Resources Needed Person(s) Responsible

Evidence used to 

Determine Progress toward 

Milestone

Evidence Collection Date Progress toward Milestone
Necessary Adjustments /

Next Steps

3.1 November 1 - December 13 Finalized document in shared drive
Terri Floyd, Maritza Delgado, 

Irma Jaimes, Brandi Spear

Live google document shared 

with staff to provide commnets 

and feedback about our 

mission and vision statement

December 13

3.1 November 1 - February 3 Results of campus survey
Terri Floyd, Maritza Delgado, 

Irma Jaimes, Brandi Spear

Live google document shared 

with staff to provide commnets 

and feedback about school 

climate

February 3

5.1 October 14 - February 3

System for review of elements, 

Lesson plan templates and collection 

system, Assessment protocol, 

A Team
Lesson Plans, system for review 

of elements, Assessmen Data
February 3

Prioritized Focus Area #1 Prioritized Focus Area #2

Cycle 2 90-Day Outcomes (December-February)

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Teachers build proficiency with PLCs and using their data to make instructional and intervention 

decisions. 

Teachers need to feel a part of the process. Teachers need to know what the 

vision is so they can feel a part of the goal as a whole.  Admin needs to guide 

teachers with the goal being high and in a safe environment.

If the district provides a current campus culture survey, and aligns policies and practices with positive 

school culture, and the principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding of how 

to interpret data based off unit tests, interims, etc., and the district ensures that schools receive 

detailed reports within two instructional days, and the district policies and practices support effective 

instruction in schools, then the campus will be able to establish strong data-driven instructional 

practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans and formative assessments, and 

will collaborate to build a new mission and vision that leads to a positive school culture.concern. We 

need agency to show urgency.

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe 

environment and high expectations.

Shared vision and mission statements implementated by 100% of staff. Vision and 

Mission is shared with stakeholders.

5.3 Data-driven instruction. 5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Instructional coaches will help to monitor, model and train teachers with best practices in the 

classroom. In doing so, alignment of practices on campus will help foster student growth from 

year to year.

Respond to the concerns from our first survey and launch our 

second campus survey focusing on needs and climate type 

responses.

Campus lesson plans are turned in routinely and on time each 

week. Begin a more colaborative system for reviewing lesson 

plans, focusing on required elements and time alotment for 

each step of the lesson. Review will also look for depth of rigor 

during instruction and assessments.

For assessments that are district provided and graded, the district ensures that schools receive 

detailed reports within two instructional days. District policies and practices support effective 

instruction in schools.

Action plan-Milestones

If the district provides a current campus culture survey, and aligns policies and practices with positive school culture, and the principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding of how to interpret data based off unit tests, interims, etc., and the district ensures that 

schools receive detailed reports within two instructional days, and the district policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then the campus will be able to establish strong data-driven instructional practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans 

and formative assessments, and will implement the new mission and vision as we build a positive school culture.

The district will provide 3 week assessment for all tested subjects and other resources for lower 

grades. The district will provide a common program to upload all teacher's data. 

The district will provide current campus culture survey. District policies and 

practices align with and promote positive school culture. 

Milestones

Finalize our new mission and vision statments and share with 

stakeholders.

Shared vision, mission and values beliefs shared with all stakeholders.

Consistent use of systems and routines for reviewing lesson plans during non-PLC weeks.Teachers will  interpret and utilize data effectively to help guide their instruction.

Consistency, Fidelity, implementation and specificity amongst vertical teams



Cycle 2 (Dec-Feb)

5.3 Dec- January

We will need assessments with due 

dates, a set PLC date to promptly 

review data and a plan to address 

areas of need.  

Martinez, Lara, Carrillo
District provided assessments, 

district calendar, PLC calendar, 
Feb 3

5.3 Dec- January

We need a format teachers can use 

with their students to discuss their 

data and goals. 

Martinez, Lara, Carrillo

Students should be able to 

show classroom visitors what 

their data looks like and name a 

few of their goals.

Feb 3

5.3 Dec- January

We need to set a date for everyone 

to come together , during PLC, to 

guide teachers in how to turn 

around data quickly and effectively. 

Martinez, Lara, Carrillo
Grade levels will be able to 

facilitate a data centered PLC.
Feb 3

Review  the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you continue 

working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Create a format for conducting data talks with students about 

their collectd data and goals for the year. 

Set a middle of the year assessment date to review collected 

data and create a plan with intervention for our second 

semester.

Revisit and review systems for turning around data from CBAs.

Reflection and Planning for Next 90-Day Cycle 

Did you achieve your desired 90-day outcome? Why or why not?

New MilestonesCarryover Milestones



Cycle 3 (Mar-May)

 Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Desired 90-day Outcome

Barriers to Address During 

this Cycle

District Actions for this 

Cycle

District Commitments 

Theory of Action

Prioritized 

Focus Area
Timeline Resources Needed Person(s) Responsible

Evidence used to Determine 

Progress toward Milestone
Evidence Collection Date Progress toward Milestone

Necessary Adjustments /

Next Steps

3.1 March 2- May 28
Banner, student leadership, 

classroom activities, 

Terri Floyd, Maritza Delgado, Irma 

Jaimes, Brandi Spear

Student Products demonstrating the 

implementation of the vision 

/mission.

May 28

3.1 March 2- May 28 campus survey (google)
Terri Floyd, Maritza Delgado, Irma 

Jaimes, Brandi Spear
Google survey results May 28

5.1 March 2- May 28
Instructional expertise from 

coaches, curriculum unit maps

Classroom teachers, Instructional 

Coaches
Lesson Plans, Student Mastery Data May 28

5.3 March 2- May 28

We need a common campus 

PLC format and make sure that 

all staff knows how to access 

the google shared folder. 

Martinez, Lara, Carrillo, Roberts PLC  calendar May 28

If the district provides a current campus culture survey, and aligns policies and practices with positive school culture, and the principal supervisor ensures that teachers have a clear understanding of how to interpret data based off unit tests, interims, etc., and the district ensures that 

schools receive detailed reports within two instructional days, and the district policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then the campus will be able to establish strong data-driven instructional practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans and 

formative assessments, and will implement the new mission and vision, leading to a positive school culture.

Action plan-Milestones

Teachers need realistic expectations of what their lesson plans should contain. 

 The district has effective systems for identifying and supporting struggling learners.

Teachers need clarification of the difference between vision and mission, with 

frequent refences to our beliefs. Teachers need to feel a part of the process. 

Admin needs to guide teachers with the goal being high and in a safe 

environment. Time, guidance, and facilitated support.

The district will provide current campus culture survey. District policies and 

practices align with and promote positive school culture. 

For assessments that are district provided and graded, the district ensures that schools receive 

detailed reports within two instructional days. District policies and practices support effective 

instruction in schools.

Milestones

Campus staff and students know our new slogan / vision 

statement. Staff know our campus mission.

End of the year campus climate survey is given and shared with 

campus.

Lesson plans have evolved capturing designated time slots for 

lessons / activities, strong objectives with closing statements, 

differentiation and depth of questioning notes are captured 

with interventions connected to CBAs also outlined. Lesson 

plans allow for flexibility when adjusting objectives to reflect 

student mastery of concepts.

PLC notes, using the campus format, are collected in our Google 

shared folder. 

Cycle 3 90-Day Outcomes (March-May)

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Consistency,Fedelity and specificity amongst vertical teams

5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Instructional coaches will help to monitor, model and train teachers with best practices in the 

classroom. In doing so, alignment of practices on campus will help foster student growth from 

year to year.

Prioritized Focus Area #2

5.3 Data-driven instruction.
3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe 

environment and high expectations.

Teachers build proficiency with PLCs and using their data to make instructional and intervention decisions. 

Consistent use of systems and routines for reviewing lesson plans during  non-PLC weeks.Teachers will implement clear lessons  effectively based off of data we have interpreted.
Develop a clear mission and vision statemetn that reflect our current campus 

status, review PBIS expectations 

80% of our staff returning

Prioritized Focus Area #1



Cycle 3 (Mar-May)

5.3 March 2- May 28

We need examples of possible 

student celebrations and know 

how we will measure student 

growth. 

Martinez, Carillo, Lara, Roberts Attendance of celebration May 28

5.3 March 2- May 28

Teachers need a resource and 

training on how to utlize it for 

data collection. Teachers also 

need to be held accountable 

for these notes during PLC or 

data digs. 

Martinez, Lara, Carrillo, Roberts
Teachers fill out data collection 

sheet provided
May 28

 Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Did the campus achieve the 

desired outcome? Why or 

why not? 

Instructional coaches will help to monitor, model and train teachers with best practices 

in the classroom. In doing so, alignment of practices on campus will help foster student 

growth from year to year.

END OF YEAR REFLECTION

Review  the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you continue 

working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

Prioritized Focus Area #3

0

Carryover Milestones New Milestones

Teachers build proficiency with PLCs and using their data to make instructional and intervention 

decisions. 

Prioritized Focus Area #2

0

Student celebrations held to acknowledge students who made 

significant growth toward thier learning goals.

Teachers have collected and prepared data notes to support 

0

Prioritized Focus Area #1

Did you achieve your desired 90-day outcome? Why or why not?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Reflection and Planning for Next 90-Day Cycle 



Cycle 4 (Jun-Aug)

 Essential Action

Rationale

How will you communicate 

these priorities to your 

stakeholders? How will you 

invest them?

Desired 90-Day Outcome 

Who will help the campus 

build capacity in this area?

Barriers to Address

District Actions for this 

Cycle

District Commitments 

Theory of Action

Prioritized 

Focus Area
Timeline Resources Needed Person(s) Responsible

Evidence Used to 

Determine Progress Toward 

Milestone

Evidence Collection Date Progress Toward Milestone
Necessary 

Adjustments/Next Steps













The purpose of this 90-Day action plan is to prepare for the upcoming school year. 

The essential actions the campus prioritizes may have changed based on progress made in the school year or based on ESF diagnostic results.

Cycle 4 90-Day Action Plan (June-August)

Carryover Milestones New Milestones

Reflection and Planning for Next 90-Day Cycle

Establish and implement systems and routines for reviewing lesson plans during  non-PLC 

weeks.

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Review  the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you continue 

working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

Prioritized Focus Area #2

Teachers will be trained on how to interpret and utilize data effectively to help guide their 

instruction. 

Develop a clear mission and vision statemetn that reflect our current campus 

status, review PBIS expectations 

Prioritized Focus Area #1

Action plan-Milestones

0

Milestones

Did you achieve your summative student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Did you achieve your desired 90-day outcome? Why or why not?
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